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,e high-tech industry is the main force promoting the development of China’s national economy. As its industrial economic
strength grows, China’s high-tech industry is increasingly using cross-border mergers and acquisitions (CBM&A) as an important
way to “go out.” To explore the rules governing the process and operation mechanism of reverse knowledge transfer (RKT)
through the CBM&A of China’s high-tech industry under government intervention, a tripartite evolutionary game model of the
government, the parent company, and the subsidiary as the main subjects is constructed in this paper. ,e strategies adopted by
the three subjects in the RKT game process are analysed, and the factors influencing RKT through CBM&A under government
intervention are simulated and analysed using Python 3.7 software. ,e results show that, under government intervention, the
parent company and subsidiary have different degrees of influence on each other. Subsidiaries are highly sensitive to the
compensation rate of RKT. Positive intervention by the government tends to foster stable cooperation between the parent
company and the subsidiary. However, over time, the government gradually relaxes its intervention in the RKTand innovation of
multinational companies.

1. Introduction

Characterized by knowledge-intensive and technology-in-
tensive enterprises, the high-tech industry has adapted to the
needs of the fourth industrial revolution and exemplifies the
future trend of industrial development. In the wave of R&D
globalization, the field of cross-border M&A of Chinese
enterprises has gradually entered the deep-water area and
gradually emerged from the traditional resource and fi-
nancial industry to the knowledge-intensive industry with
high technology and high added value. ,erefore, estab-
lishing subsidiaries overseas through cross-border M&A has
gradually become an open innovation strategy used by
Chinese high-tech enterprises to expand overseas and catch
up with technology. ,rough the “springboard” of CBM&A,
China’s high-tech enterprises use their competitive advan-
tages to leverage overseas resources and realize the two-way

spillover of knowledge and technology to quickly realize the
“overtaking on the curve” in terms of science, technology,
and international experience and then complete the trans-
formation from traceability to leader [1, 2]. As the main
factor of production to promote economic growth,
knowledge has become a key resource for the adjustment
and upgrading the high-tech industrial structure and im-
provement in its core competitiveness [3–6]. ,erefore,
Chinese high-tech enterprises have obvious knowledge
searching tendency in the M&A of enterprises in developed
countries, and the purpose is to acquire new knowledge
resources and transfer knowledge to the parent company. In
recent years, China’s high-tech enterprises have continued
to increase FDI with the goal of technology seeking and can
obtain advanced knowledge resources ahead of their com-
petitors from the host country through M&A integration
[7, 8], such as Sinopec’s acquisition of Addax petroleum and
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Lenovo’s acquisition of IBM. Such acquisition of knowledge
from subsidiaries through CBM&A is called “reverse
knowledge transfer” [9]. Unlike the traditional phenomenon
of knowledge flowing from the parent company to the
foreign subsidiary, RKT is an international strategy that
explores new knowledge in the host country and transfers
such knowledge to the parent company [10–13]. “Going out”
is the only way for developing countries to step forward to
developed countries. As support for the “going out” national
strategy, CBM&A and the successful integration of
knowledge after M&A can improve the innovation per-
formance of the high-tech industry and effectively promote
China’s economic development. However, owing to the
complex and changeable international environment and
situation, it has become an urgent task for the Chinese
government to give full play to the government’s function of
guidance and service and create a good external environ-
ment for MNCs’ overseas M&A and RKT [14]. Although it
has been proven by practice that government intervention in
MNCs is essential, theoretical guidance regarding practical
issues, such as how to improve the efficiency of RKT, how to
realize management and control over the RKT process, and
the size of the control scale under government intervention,
is still lacking. As the successful solution to these problems is
related to improvements in the innovation ability and core
competitiveness of China’s high-tech industry, it is of great
practical significance to explore RKT in China’s high-tech
industry from the perspective of government intervention.

2. Literature Review

A review of previous studies reveals that the key factors
affecting RKT have been the focus of scholars’ attention and
research in recent years [15–17]. ,e existing literature
concerning RKT has made some achievements. Scholars
have noticed that the absorptive capacity of the parent
company, organizational mechanism, role of the subsidiary
company, relationship between the parent company and
subsidiary, and knowledge characteristics has an influence
on RKT:

(1) ,e aspect of M&A subjects: the subjects of RKT in
CBM&A include the acquirer and the acquired [18].
During the process of RKT, the characteristics,
communication ability, transfer frequency, absorp-
tive capacity, and motivation of both subjects of the
merger and acquisition affect RKT [19, 20]. Among
these factors, regarding M&A, the internal motiva-
tion, absorptive capacity, language communication
ability, and perception level of the subsidiaries’
knowledge resources of the MNCs’ parent compa-
nies have an important impact on the absorption and
utilization of overseas knowledge resources. ,e lack
of internal motivation of the parent company to
acquire knowledge resources forms cognitive bar-
riers to RKT [21]. Moreover, the decrease in the
parent company’s language communication ability
and parent company’s perception level of the sub-
sidiary’s knowledge are also key factors hindering the

smooth progress of RKT [22, 23]. In addition,
whether the parent company can maintain a good
relationship with overseas subsidiaries determines
the degree to which the parent company can benefit
from RKT [24]. Regarding the acquired party, the
age, language communication ability, knowledge or
technology dissemination ability, and initiative of the
overseas subsidiary can influence the innovation
performance of the parent company to a certain
extent [25–28]. ,e subsidiary’s location is also a key
factor determining the degree of knowledge and
resources acquired by the outward investing enter-
prise. A greater geographical extension for the
transnational enterprise is more conducive to
feeding the innovation environment of different host
countries (regions) back to the parent company to
improve its innovation performance [29–31].

(2) ,e aspect of the transfer environment: the envi-
ronmental factors of RKT in CBM&Amainly refer to
established macrofactors that cannot be controlled
by the two sides involved in the CBM&A but could
have a certain influence on the process and results of
RKT. ,e factors that influence RKT are focused
mainly on the organizational culture, institutional
distance, and geographical location [32–34]. Among
these factors, although cultural differences lead to
conflicts in values, management ideas, and innova-
tion practices between the two sides, if properly
addressed, such differences can improve the RKT
performance of MNCs [35]. As an important artefact
that affects the performance of reverse learning in
CBM&A, the institutional differences between the
two sides are divided into an institutional surplus
and an institutional deficit. An institutional surplus
is not conducive to RKT from legalized production-
oriented subsidiaries to parent companies, while
institutional deficits are conducive to RKT from
efficiency-oriented subsidiaries to parent companies
[36, 37]. In addition, a combination of organizational
factors (such as history, experience, culture, values,
and management skills) and/or environments (such
as volatility and competition) can affect the ability
and willingness of decision makers to take advantage
of the unique knowledge and capabilities of different
external sources and their market focus. For in-
stance, some subsidiaries operate in highly complex
and dynamic industries and national environments,
requiring secondary learning by the enterprise to
develop dynamic capabilities allowing the enterprise
to respond to or shape market disequilibrium [38].
In fast-changing environments with discontinuous
changes, the subsidiaries of MNCs that successfully
implement ambidextrous activities can best adapt to
the changes, thereby contributing to the overall
competitiveness of the MNCs [39, 40].

(3) ,e aspect of transferred knowledge: constituting the
basis for MNCs to develop relevant capabilities,
knowledge resources are important resources that
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MNCs urgently seek by adopting “springboard”
behaviour. ,e attributes of the knowledge resources
transferred from subsidiaries to parent companies,
such as stickiness, complexity, and obscurity, may
affect the transfer of knowledge resources from
overseas subsidiaries to their parent companies
[41, 42]. Simultaneously, regarding both the parent
company and the subsidiary, the knowledge corre-
lation or complementary advantages between the
two may also affect the effect and efficiency of the
reverse transfer of knowledge resources from the
subsidiary to the parent company; that is, the dif-
ficulty in transferring knowledge resources with
different categories and attributes is different. Some
scholars believe that the complementary advantages
of knowledge resources are a prerequisite for the
success of creative asset seeking CBM&A and that
only knowledge resources with complementary ad-
vantages can provide impetus for the “springboard”
behaviour of domestic MNCs [43]. In addition, some
scholars have confirmed the positive correlation
between knowledge complexity or knowledge rele-
vance and RKT between parent companies and
subsidiaries through enterprise survey data analyses
and case analyses and the moderating role of
knowledge in the correlation between the parent
company’s absorptive capacity and RKT [44].

Reviewing and summarizing the research literature
concerning RKT in recent years shows that although these
studies have made beneficial explorations of RKT in
CBM&A, two gaps remain. First, the existing research
methods applied to study RKTinMNCs are mainly based on
panel data [45], theoretical analyses, or questionnaire sur-
veys [46–48]. Few studies consider the dynamics and reg-
ularity of the RKT process of MNCs. Owing to the lack of
quantitative research, there are some limitations in specific
applications [49–51]. Second, most scholars’ research con-
cerning the factors influencing RKT in MNCs remains
limited to the internal factors of MNCs. However, as a fi-
nancial supporter and supervisor of MNCs, the role of the
government in the RKTprocess of MNCs needs to be further
discussed. ,e value of knowledge lies in its flow. ,e more
efficient the RKT inMNCs is, the greater the utility and value
of the acquired knowledge is. Compared with other research
methods, the evolutionary game model emphasizes the
dynamic process of RKT over time. When analysed from a
dynamic perspective, the evolutionary process of the par-
ticipants’ group behaviour can be conducive to under-
standing the nature and contradictions of RKT inMNCs and
the changing rules determining how government inter-
vention influences the RKT process.

To compensate for the shortcomings of the above studies
and on the basis of relevant research, the government is
included in the game as a supporter and regulator of RKT in
MNCs in the high-tech industry, and the strategic RKT
adoption behaviour of MNCs under government inter-
vention is studied. ,e main contributions are as follows.
First, the evolutionary game model is applied to study

RKT in CBM&A. Although the existing literature focuses on
the factors influencing RKT, to date, RKT in CBM&A has
been discussed by most scholars from a static perspective
[52, 53]. In this study, evolutionary game theory is combined
with RKT, and the evolutionary mechanism of RKT through
CBM&A in China’s high-tech industry is revealed from a
dynamic perspective, which expands and enriches the re-
search perspective in this field. Second, most studies con-
cerning RKT in MNCs are limited to parent companies and
subsidiaries [54–59], and the role of the government has not
been considered. ,erefore, this study considers the influ-
ence of government intervention factors on RKT in MNCs
and aims to provide guidance for the specific practice of RKT
by MNCs. Overall, this study provides an integrated and
holistic research perspective of RKT through CBM&A in
China’s high-tech industry under government intervention
and identifies new potential avenues for future research.
Simultaneously, this paper highlights further research
needed to promote the development of the relevant litera-
ture and provides more specific and actionable guidance for
MNCs.

3. Model Assumptions

Although the subject of RKT in CBM&A is the enterprise
rather than the government, the government provides
necessary help to MNCs by formulating various policies to
help them reduce the risk as much as possible in the process
of M&A integration. However, there are different supporting
policies for CBM&A between developed countries and de-
veloping countries. For example, the US gives priority to the
protection of CBM&A and promotes CBM&A via domestic
legislation, insurance funds, and bilateral agreements. When
a bilateral agreement with the host country is signed, double
taxation can be avoided, and the tax credit can be exempted
while providing tax relief to domestic enterprises invested in
countries with bilateral tax treaties; France has long pursued
a policy of protection and support for transnational cor-
porations’ overseas M&A (financial consolidation and de-
ferred taxation). ,e central government provides
government subsidies and government loans to large MNCs
and nonrepayable financial support to small- and medium-
sized enterprises; Japan’s CBM&A has changed from strict
supervision to protection and from foreign exchange control
to tax preference (tax concession system and foreign tax
credit system) and information technology services. China’s
State Administration of Taxation and the Ministry of Fi-
nance jointly issued a series of preferential tax policies, such
as the “Notice on applicable tax rate and tax credit for
overseas income of high-tech enterprises,” which reduced
the tax burden of MNCs. Generally, MNCs in developed
countries have stronger autonomy, and their overseas M&A
behaviour can have an impact on policy-making institutions.
In developing countries, the M&A integration behaviour of
MNCs is affected by the policies formulated by the gov-
ernment. Because the autonomy of MNCs is not strong, the
role of the government is more important. Compared with
that of developed countries, the CBM&A and knowledge
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integration after M&A in China still face many problems,
and the government’s help is needed to create better con-
ditions and background to realize smooth RKT in CBM&A.
,us, the government plays a very important role in RKT by
providing supervision and incentives. ,e government can
intervene in the RKT of MNCs by formulating preferential
policies, providing financial support, and assessing the
operational performance of RKTand the completion of tasks
byMNCs. On the basis of this, the following assumptions are
proposed.

Assumption 1. In the evolutionary game system of an RKT
strategy through CBM&A in the high-tech industry, the
main participants are the parent company (P), the subsidiary
(S), and the government (G). Among the participants, the
subsidiary is responsible mainly for transferring personnel
with core technologies, management skills, and experience
to the parent company or sharing the core technical
knowledge and management experience of key personnel
with the parent company [60, 61]. ,e main task of the
parent company is to achieve breakthroughs in key tech-
nologies and ultimately achieve economies of scale by ap-
plying a new technology in a rapidly developing industry by
obtaining employees or R&D teams with technical expertise
for product innovation. As the motivator and supervisor of
RKT in MNCs, the government is responsible mainly for
supervising the RKTand innovation activities of MNCs and
providing incentives for the knowledge innovation activities
of MNCs by formulating preferential policies. ,ese three
types of participants are all bounded rational in the game
process, and the optimal strategy can be found through
repeated games.

Assumption 2. ,e ability to acquire the knowledge re-
sources of the host country through RKT is a major com-
petitive advantage of MNCs, but RKT is far from a simple
internal transaction process [62] and may be affected by
multiple factors, such as the disseminative capacity in RKT
from subsidiaries to advanced economy headquarters [63],
absorptive capacity [64], shared vision [65], subsidiary in-
novativeness [66], and the geographical and cultural dis-
tance between the parent company and its subsidiaries. Both
the parent company and the subsidiary are bounded ra-
tional; thus, the strategies in which both subjects engage in
positive transfer or positive absorption are not always
adopted in the RKTgame process, and the game strategies of
each subject are updated according to those of the other
subject. ,erefore, it is assumed that, in the evolutionary
game system of an RKT strategy through CBM&A in the
high-tech industry, one of two strategies, i.e., positive ab-
sorption or negative absorption, is then adopted by the
parent company; therefore, the strategy set is (positive ab-
sorption, negative absorption). Afterwards, one of two
strategies, i.e., positive transfer or negative transfer, is then
adopted by the subsidiary; therefore, the strategy set is
(positive transfer, negative transfer). One of two strategies,
i.e., intervention or nonintervention, is then adopted by the
government; therefore, the strategy set is (intervention,
nonintervention). In addition, the probability that the

positive absorption strategy is adopted by the parent
company is x; thus, the probability that the negative ab-
sorption strategy is adopted by the parent company is 1 − x.
,e probability that a positive transfer strategy is adopted by
the subsidiary is y; thus, the probability that a negative
transfer strategy is adopted by the subsidiary is 1 − y.
Similarly, the probability that the intervention strategy is
adopted by the government is z; thus, the probability that the
nonintervention strategy is adopted by the government is
1 − z and x, y, z ∈ [0, 1].

Assumption 3. On the basis of transaction cost theory, joint
effort is required by the parent company and the subsidiary
for an MNC to successfully achieve RKT; for example, the
management of RKT by the subsidiary and construction of a
reverse transfer mechanism and channels by the parent
company are needed. ,erefore, c is used to represent the
effort cost invested by the parent company and the sub-
sidiary to ensure the smooth progress of RKT. ,e input of
the effort cost is unrelated to the amount of transferred
knowledge but represents the price paid by the parent
company and the subsidiary jointly to promote RKT, which
is a comprehensive reflection of transfer willingness, ability,
cognitive impairment, absorption ability, the institutional
environment, geographical distance, and other influencing
factors. In this paper, a is used to represent the ratio for
allocating the effort cost c between the parent company and
the subsidiary; thus, the effort cost invested by the parent
company is ac, while the effort cost invested by the sub-
sidiary is (1 − a)c and a ∈ [0, 1]. In addition, although the
government does not directly participate in the RKTprocess,
reasonable preferential policies are formulated by the gov-
ernment to promote the smooth progress of RKT and
knowledge innovation. D is used to represent the reduction
in the effort cost of the parent company and the subsidiary
due to preferential policies formulated by the government;
thus, the effort cost invested by the parent company is
a(c − D), and the effort cost invested by the subsidiary is
(1 − a)(c − D).

Assumption 4. Successful CBM&A can increase the revenue
of MNCs through mechanisms such as cost savings, in-
creased profits, upscaling, and abundant resources as has
been demonstrated in different economic sectors [67–69].
,erefore, in the process of RKT, the parent company can
obtain not only independent innovation revenue but also
additional revenue generated by absorbing the knowledge
resources of the subsidiary. R and ΔR are used in this paper
to represent the innovation revenue and additional revenue
of the parent company, respectively. Knowledge transfer is
based on cooperation towards common goals and dialogue
encompassing different perspectives [70]; thus, knowledge
transfer is affected by the trust level between the parent
company and subsidiary; θ is used to represent the level of
trust between the subjects. ,erefore, the revenue obtained
by the parent company is ΔR � λθk, where λ represents a
discount of the expected additional revenue obtained by the
parent company and k represents the value of the knowledge
gained through RKT. In the game process, the balance
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among the value of the knowledge gained by RKT from the
subsidiary, the cost required to absorb the knowledge re-
sources, and the compensation to the subsidiary for the RKT
needs to be considered by the parent company. In this paper,
w � ek is used to represent the compensation of the parent
company for the RKT of the subsidiary, where e is the
compensation rate. In addition, government intervention in
the parent company is mainly reflected in the incentives
provided to the parent company through the formulation of
tax policies and the assessment of innovation performance.
In this paper, r and r′ are used to represent the tax rate when
the parent company adopts a positive strategy and a negative
strategy, respectively (r< r′), and the tax base is R. H is used
to represent the government’s assessment of the parent
company, β is used to represent the assessment intensity, and
the revenue obtained by the parent company due to the
government assessment is ±η1βH, where η1 represents the
impact intensity of government assessment on the revenue
obtained by the parent company.

Assumption 5. ,e revenue from the subsidiary’s inde-
pendent innovation before RKT is Re, and the compen-
sation obtained from the parent company during the RKT
process is w � ek. To fully mobilize enthusiasm for RKT
from the subsidiary, a subsidiary that positively engages in
RKT will obtain certain financial support from the gov-
ernment, and G is used to represent such support. In
addition, N1 is used to represent the revenue obtained by
the parent company when it adopts the negative strategy
and the subsidiary adopts the positive strategy. N2 is used
to represent the revenue of the subsidiary when it adopts
the negative strategy and the parent company adopts the
positive strategy. ,e subject who adopts the negative
strategy should pay a certain penalty, which is represented
by T, to the subject who adopts the positive strategy to
avoid opportunistic behaviour in the process of RKT.

Assumption 6. ,e government not only supports institu-
tional innovation in the RKT of MNCs but also provides
external regulation to ensure the smooth progress of RKT.
,e corresponding governance mechanism will be formu-
lated by the government according to the behaviour of the
parent company and the subsidiary in the RKT process but
includes mainly formulating preferential policies and
implementing supervision strategies. In this paper, cg is used
to represent the cost of the government for formulating
relevant preferential policies, and η2βH is used to represent
the cost of government assessment, where η2 is the cost
coefficient of the government assessment. Simultaneously,
an increase in government revenue can be realized by
successful RKT and knowledge innovation activities. In this
paper, Rg is used to represent the revenue received when the
government adopts the intervention strategy and bRg is used
to represent the revenue received when the government
adopts the nonintervention strategy. b is used to represent
the proportion of the revenue from the government’s

adoption of a nonintervention strategy to that from the
adoption of an intervention strategy and b ∈ [0, 1].

4. Decision Mechanism of RKT

4.1. Construction of the Payment Function. According to the
above assumptions and the principle of profit maximization,
the revenue of the parent company, the subsidiary, and the
government is analysed, and the payment matrix of the
tripartite evolutionary game is constructed, as shown in
Table 1.

In the process of a tripartite evolutionary game, when the
expectation of a particular strategy adopted by one subject is
higher than the average expectation of the mixed strategy,
the strategy will be adopted with a higher probability. ,e
replication dynamic equation is the dynamic differential
equation used to describe the frequency of the specific
strategy adopted by the group [71]. On the basis of the
payment matrix of the evolutionary game, the expected
revenue when the parent company adopts the positive
strategy, the expected revenue when the parent company
adopts the negative strategy, and the average expected
revenue will be obtained as follows:

E
Y
p � yz R + λθk + η1βH − a(c − D) − eλθk − rR 

+(1 − y)z R + η1βH + T − a(c − D) − rR 

+ y(1 − z)(R + λθk − ac − eλθk − rR)

+(1 − y)(1 − z)(R + T − ac − rR),

E
N
p � yz R + N1 − η1βH − T − r′R( 

+(1 − y)z R − η1βH − r′R( 

+ y(1 − z) R + N1 − r′R − T( 

+(1 − y)(1 − z) R − r′R( ,

(1)

EP � xE
Y
p +(1 − x)E

N
p . (2)

Similarly, the expected revenue when the subsidiary
adopts the positive strategy, the expected revenue when the
subsidiary adopts the negative strategy, and the average
expected revenue are as follows:

E
Y
e � xz Re + eλθk + G − (1 − a)(c − D) 

+(1 − x)z Re + G + T − (1 − a)(c − D) 

+ x(1 − z) Re + eλθk − (1 − a)c 

+(1 − x)(1 − z) Re + T − (1 − a)c ,

E
N
e � xz Re + N2 − T( 

+(1 − x)zRe + x(1 − z) Re + N2 − T( 

+(1 − x)(1 − z)Re,

Ee � yE
Y
e +(1 − y)E

N
e .

(3)

,e expected revenue when the government adopts the
intervention strategy, the expected revenue when the
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government adopts the nonintervention strategy, and the
average expected revenue are as follows:

E
Y
g � xy Rg + rR − G − η2βH − cg 

+ x(1 − y) Rg + rR − η2βH − cg 

+(1 − x)y Rg + r′R − G − η2βH − cg 

+(1 − x)(1 − y) Rg + r′R − η2βH − cg ,

E
N
g � xy bRg + rR  + x(1 − y) bRg + rR 

+(1 − x)y bRg + r′R  +(1 − x)(1 − y) bRg + r′R ,

Eg � zE
Y
g +(1 − z)E

N
g .

(4)

4.2. Solution for the Stability Strategy in the Evolutionary
Game. On the basis of the above analysis, the replication
dynamic equation of the proportion of the positive strategy
adopted by the parent company can be obtained as follows:

F(x) �
dx

dt
� x E

Y
p − Ep 

� x(1 − x) 2η1βH + a D( z+ λθk − eλθk − N1( y

+T + r′R − rR − ac.

(5)

,e replication dynamic equation of the proportion of
the positive strategy adopted by the subsidiary is as follows:

F(y) �
dy

dt
� y E

Y
e − Ee 

� y(1 − y)[(G +(1 − a)D)z + eλθk − N2( x

+ T − (1 − a)c].

(6)

,e replication dynamic equation of the proportion of
the intervention strategy adopted by the government is as
follows:

F(z) �
dz

dt
� z E

Y
g − Eg 

� z(1 − z) − yG + Rg − bRg − η2βH − cg .

(7)

In the dynamic evolutionary game system, the change in
probabilities x, y, and z of strategic adoption by the parent
company, subsidiary, and government involved in the game is
related to time t, respectively; thus, x(t), y(t), z(t) ∈ [0, 1].
Equations (5)–(7) are combined to obtain the replication
power system of the parent company, subsidiary, and gov-
ernment, respectively.

According to the requirements of the replication dy-
namic equation, let F(x) � 0, F(y) � 0, and F(z) � 0, and
the local equilibrium points in the game system will be
obtained. For P1 (0, 0, 0), P2 (0, 0, 1), P3 (0, 1, 0), P4 (1, 0, 0),
P5 (0, 1, 1), P6 (1, 0, 1), P7 (1, 1, 0), and P8 (1, 1, 1), the
boundary of the evolutionary game solution domain of the
RKT comprises the following eight equilibrium points:

(x, y, z)|0≤x≤ 1, |0≤y≤ 1, |0≤ z≤ 1 . (8)

Table 1: Payment matrix of the evolutionary game of RKT.

S PT NT PT NT

P

PA
R + λθk + η1βH − a(c − D) − eλθk − rR;

Re + eλθk + G − (1 − a)(c − D);

Rg + rR − G − η2βH − cg

R + η1βH + T − a(c − D) − rR;

Re + N2 − T;

Rg + rR − η2βH − cg

R + λθk − ac − eλθk − rR;

Re + eλθk − (1 − a)c;

bRg + rR

R + T − ac − rR;

Re + N2 − T;

bRg + rR

NA
R + N1 − η1βH − T − r′R;

Re + G + T − (1 − a)(c − D);

Rg + r′R − G − η2βH − cg

R − η1βH − r′R;

Re;

Rg + r′R − η2βH − cg

R + N1 − r′R − T;

Re + T − (1 − a)c;

bRg + r′R

R − r′R;

Re;

bRg + r′R
Gov YI NI
Note: P represents the parent company; S represents the subsidiary; Gov represents the government; PT and NT represent positive transfer and negative
transfer, respectively; PA and NA represent positive absorption and negative absorption, respectively; and YI and NI represent intervention and non-
intervention, respectively.
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,e dynamic evolution process of the strategy adoption
by the tripartite game subjects in the evolutionary game
system is described by the differential equation system; thus,
the stability of the equilibrium points mentioned above can

be judged by a local stability analysis of the Jacobian matrix
[72, 73]. According to equation (9), the Jacobian matrix of
the system can be obtained as follows:

F(x) �
dx

dt
� x E

Y
p − Ep  � x(1 − x) 2η1βH + a D( z+ λθk − eλθk − N1( y + T + r′R − rR − ac,

F(y) �
dy

dt
� y E

Y
e − Ee  � y(1 − y)[(G +(1 − a)D)z + eλθk − N2( x + T − (1 − a)c,

F(z) �
dz

dt
� z E

Y
g − Eg  � z(1 − z) − yG + Rg − bRg − η2βH − cg ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

J �

(1 − 2x) 2η1βH + a D( z +(λθk− )

eλθk − N1y + T + r′R − rR − ac],
x(1 − x) λθk − eλθk − N1( , x(1 − x) 2η1βH + a D( ,

y(1 − y) eλθk − N2( ,
(1 − 2y)[(G +(1 − a)D)z+

eλθk − N2( x + T − (1 − a)c,
y(1 − y)[G +(1 − a)D],

0, z(1 − z)(− G),
(1 − 2z) − yG + Rg− 

bRg − η2βH− cg.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (10)

4.3. Stability Analysis of the Equilibrium Point. According to
evolutionary game theory, when a certain equilibrium point
satisfies the requirement that all eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix are nonpositive, that equilibrium point is the evo-
lutionary stable point of the game system. ,e strategy
corresponding to the evolutionary stable point is the evo-
lutionary stable strategy (ESS) [74, 75]. Next, the eight
equilibrium points mentioned above are included in the
Jacobian matrix one-by-one, and the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix corresponding to each equilibrium point
can be obtained, as shown in Table 2.

To ensure that the model analysis is consistent with the
actual situation, it is assumed that when all subjects in the
game system adopt positive or intervention strategies, the
revenue is always greater than that when they adopt negative
or nonintervention strategies. T + (1 − e)λθk + (r′ − r)R−

N1 − ac> 0, eλθk + T − N2 − (1 − a)c> 0, and (1 − b)Rg−

η2βH − cg − G> 0. Owing to the large number of parameters
in the model and its complexity, which lead to uncertainty in
the eigenvalue symbols in the Jacobian matrix, different
cases need to be discussed (Table 3).

(1) When the subsidiary adopts a negative strategy, the
sum of the punishment paid by the subsidiary to the
parent company and the tax preference obtained by
the parent company due to the incentive policies of
the government is greater than the allocated cost paid
by the parent company in the case of government
intervention. Alternatively, when the parent company
adopts a negative strategy, the punishment paid by the
parent company to the subsidiary is greater than the
allocated cost paid by the subsidiary in the case of
government intervention.,us, whenT + (r′ − r)R −

ac> 0 or T − (1 − a)c> 0, the local stability of each
equilibrium point is shown in Table 3. In this case,
only the three eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
corresponding to equilibrium point P8 (1, 1, 1) are all
nonpositive. ,erefore, the game system has only one
evolutionary stable point, i.e., P8 (1, 1, 1), and its
corresponding ESS is (positive, positive, intervention).

(2) When the subsidiary adopts the positive strategy, the
sum of the punishment paid by the parent company
to the subsidiary and the financial support the
subsidiary obtains is greater than the allocated cost
paid by the subsidiary in the case of government
intervention. When the parent company adopts the
negative strategy, the punishment paid by the parent
company to the subsidiary is less than the allocated
cost paid by the subsidiary. Alternatively, when the
subsidiary adopts a negative strategy, the punish-
ment paid by the subsidiary to the parent company,
the tax preference obtained by the parent company
due to the incentive policies of the government and
the increased revenue due to the assessment of the
government are each greater than the allocated cost
paid by the parent company in the case of govern-
ment intervention. When the subsidiary adopts the
negative strategy, the sum of the punishment paid by
the subsidiary to the parent company and the tax
preference obtained by the parent company due to
the government’s incentive policies is less than the
allocated cost paid by the parent company in the case
of government intervention. ,us, when
G + T − (1 − a)(c − D)> 0 and T − (1 − a)c< 0 or
when 2η1βH + T + (r′ − r)R − a(c − D)> 0 and
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T + (r′ − r)R − ac< 0, as shown in Table 4, the ei-
genvalues of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to
the equilibrium point P8 (1, 1, 1) are all nonpositive.
,erefore, in this case, the game system has only one
evolutionary stable point, i.e., P8 (1, 1, 1), and its
corresponding ESS is (positive, positive, interven-
tion) (Table 4).

(3) When the subsidiary adopts the positive strategy,
the sum of the financial support received by the
subsidiary and the punishment paid by the parent
company to the subsidiary is less than the allocated
cost paid by the subsidiary in the case of govern-
ment intervention. When the subsidiary adopts the
negative strategy, the punishment paid by the
subsidiary to the parent company, the tax prefer-
ence obtained by the parent company due to the
incentive policies of the government, and the in-
creased revenue due to government assessment are
less than the allocated cost paid by the parent
company in the case of government intervention.
,us, when G + T − (1 − a)(c − D)< 0 and 2η1βH +

T + (r′ − r)R − a(c− D)< 0, as shown in Table 5,
there are two equilibrium points in the game sys-
tem, and the three eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix corresponding to each equilibrium point are
nonpositive.,e two equilibrium points are P2 (0, 0,
1) and P8 (1, 1, 1), and the corresponding evolu-
tionary stability strategies are (negative, negative,
intervention) and (positive, positive, intervention),
respectively.

5. Numerical Simulation

To intuitively observe the dynamic evolution behaviour of
the parent company, the subsidiary, and the government in
the process of RKT, a numerical simulation is carried out.
When the initial value of each parameter in the model is set,
the dynamic evolution process of the strategy adoption by
the game subjects in different initial states is simulated by
using Python 3.7 software. On the basis of the simulation
results, the initial willingness of the game subjects, the su-
pervision, and assessment of the government, the prefer-
ential policies of the government, and other parameters are
discussed.

5.1. Influence of the InitialWillingness of theGame Subjects on
5eir Strategy Evolution in the Tripartite Game. Assuming
that the initial values of the other parameters remain un-
changed, the initial willingness of the parent company,
subsidiary, and government to choose a positive strategy or
intervention strategy is the same; that is, x � y � z.

Figure 1 shows the evolution process of the strategies
when the tripartite game subjects simultaneously change
their initial willingness. As shown in the figure, the critical
value of the initial willingness of the tripartite game subjects
is between 0.4 and 0.5. When the initial willingness of the
tripartite game subjects is less than the critical value, only z

gradually converges to 1, while x and y gradually converge
to 0. Finally, the equilibrium point of the evolutionary game
system tends to P2 (0, 0, 1), i.e., the stability strategy
(negative, negative, intervention). Simultaneously, the
willingness of the parent company and the subsidiary to
choose the positive strategy converges to 0 at a similar rate.
When the initial willingness of the three subjects is greater
than the critical value, x, y, and z will converge to 1. Finally,
the equilibrium point of the evolutionary game system tends
to P8 (1, 1, 1), that is, the stability strategy (positive, positive,
intervention). When the initial willingness of the tripartite
game subjects is in the middle level, as the initial willingness
of the government to adopt the intervention strategy
gradually increases, the rate at which the parent company’s
and the subsidiary’s willingness to adopt the positive strategy
converges to 1 gradually accelerates, while the rate at which
the government’s willingness to adopt the intervention
strategy converges to 1 decelerates. According to the above
simulation results, as the initial willingness of the tripartite

Table 3: Local stability of each equilibrium point based on case (1).

Equilibrium point
Eigenvalues of

Jacobian matrix J Stability
λ1 λ2 λ3

P1 (0, 0, 0) + + + Unstable point
P2 (0, 0, 1) + + − Unstable point
P3 (0, 1, 0) + − + Unstable point
P4 (1, 0, 0) − + + Unstable point
P5 (0, 1, 1) + − − Unstable point
P6 (1, 0, 1) − + − Unstable point
P7 (1, 1, 0) − − + Unstable point
P8 (1, 1, 1) − − − ESS

Table 4: Local stability of each equilibrium point based on case (2).

Equilibrium point
Eigenvalues of

Jacobian matrix J Stability
λ1 λ2 λ3

P1 (0, 0, 0) − − + Unstable point
P2 (0, 0, 1) + + − Unstable point
P3 (0, 1, 0) + + + Unstable point
P4 (1, 0, 0) + + + Unstable point
P5 (0, 1, 1) + − − Unstable point
P6 (1, 0, 1) − + − Unstable point
P7 (1, 1, 0) − − + Unstable point
P8 (1, 1, 1) − − − ESS

Table 5: Local stability of each equilibrium point based on case (3).

Equilibrium point
Eigenvalues of

Jacobian matrix J Stability
λ1 λ2 λ3

P1 (0, 0, 0) − − + Unstable point
P2 (0, 0, 1) − − − ESS
P3 (0, 1, 0) + + + Unstable point
P4 (1, 0, 0) + + + Unstable point
P5 (0, 1, 1) + + − Unstable point
P6 (1, 0, 1) + + − Unstable point
P7 (1, 1, 0) − − + Unstable point
P8 (1, 1, 1) − − − ESS

Complexity 9



game subjects gradually increases, the rate at which the
parent company’s and subsidiary’s willingness to adopt
positive strategies converges to 1 gradually accelerates.
However, the rate at which the government’s willingness to
adopt the intervention strategy converges to 1 gradually
decreases, but ultimately, the three subjects tend to adopt a
positive or intervention strategy. In the actual process of
RKT, when the willingness of the parent company and
subsidiary to engage in RKT is at a low level, the government
quickly plays a leading role. ,rough the formulation of
reasonable preferential policies and supervision strategies,
the government’s guidance of RKT in MNCs will be realized,
and the operation mechanism of RKTwill be improved [76].
Finally, the efficiency of RKT by MNCs is improved.

Figure 2 shows the evolution process of strategy adop-
tion by the tripartite game subjects in the system when the
initial willingness of the parent company to adopt a positive
strategy changes under the assumption that the initial values
of the other parameters remain unchanged. As shown in the
figure, the initial willingness of the subsidiary is the same as
that of the government and at a medium level, while the
critical value of the initial willingness of the parent company
is between 0.3 and 0.4. When the initial willingness of the
parent company is less than this critical value, the will-
ingness of the parent company and the subsidiary to adopt
the positive strategy gradually converges to 0. However, the
convergence rate of the subsidiary is higher than that of the
parent company, and the equilibrium point of the evolu-
tionary game system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1). When
the initial willingness of the parent company is greater than
its critical value, the willingness of the tripartite game
subjects to adopt positive strategies or intervention strategies

gradually converges to 1. As the initial willingness of the
parent company increases, the willingness of the subsidiary
to adopt the positive strategy converges to 1 at a faster rate,
while the willingness of the government to adopt the in-
tervention strategy converges to 1 at a slower rate, but the
equilibrium point of the evolutionary game system even-
tually tends to P8 (1, 1, 1).

Figure 3 shows the evolution process of the strategy
adoption by the tripartite game subjects when the initial
intention of the subsidiary to adopt a positive strategy
changes under the assumption that the initial values of the
other parameters remain unchanged. As shown in the figure,
the initial willingness of the parent company is the same as
that of the government and at a medium level, while the
critical value of the initial willingness of the subsidiary is
between 0.3 and 0.5. When the initial intention of the
subsidiary is less than this critical value, the willingness of
the parent company and the subsidiary to adopt the positive
strategy gradually converges to 0, and the equilibrium point
of the evolutionary game system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0,
1). At this point, the convergence rate of the parent company
is higher than that of the subsidiary, and as the initial
willingness of the subsidiary increases, the rate at which the
parent company’s willingness converges to 0 slows. When
the initial willingness of the subsidiary is greater than its
critical value, the willingness of the tripartite game subjects
to adopt the positive strategy or intervention strategy
gradually converges to 1. As the initial willingness of the
subsidiary increases, the willingness of the parent company
to adopt the positive strategy converges to 1 at a faster rate.
,e willingness of the government to adopt the intervention
strategy converges to 1 at a slower rate, but the equilibrium
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Figure 1: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when x, y, and z change simultaneously.
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Figure 2: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when x changes.
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point of the evolutionary game system eventually tends to P8
(1, 1, 1). ,e simulation results show that the parent
company is greatly influenced by the strategy selection
behaviour of the subsidiary. During the actual RKTprocess,
the main task of the subsidiary is to gather and transfer new
innovation resources from the host country to the parent
company [77–79]. When the subsidiary has a strong desire
to engage in this transfer, the parent company’s willingness
to adopt a positive strategy naturally increases rapidly.

Figure 4 shows the evolution process of the strategy
adoption by the tripartite game subjects in the system when
the initial willingness of the government to adopt the in-
tervention strategy changes under the assumption that the
initial values of the other parameters remain unchanged. As
shown in the figure, the initial willingness of the parent
company is the same as that of the subsidiary and at a
medium level, while the critical value of the initial will-
ingness of the government is between 0.1 and 0.3. When the
initial willingness of the government is less than the critical
value, the willingness of the parent company and the sub-
sidiary to adopt a positive strategy gradually converges to 0,
and the convergence rate of the parent company and the
subsidiary is similar; thus, the equilibrium point of the
evolutionary game system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1). At
this point, the increase in the willingness of the government
to choose an intervention strategy means that the conver-
gence rate of the parent company and its subsidiaries
gradually slows. When the initial willingness of the gov-
ernment is greater than the critical value, the willingness of
the tripartite game subjects to adopt a positive strategy or
intervention strategy gradually converges to 1. As the initial
willingness of the government continuously improves, the
willingness of the parent company and subsidiary to adopt a

positive strategy converges to 1 at a faster rate. ,e gov-
ernment’s willingness to adopt the intervention strategy
converges to 1 at a slower rate, but the equilibrium point of
the evolutionary game system eventually tends to P8 (1, 1, 1).

Figure 5 shows the evolution process of the strategy
adoption of the tripartite game subjects in the system when
the parent company and the subsidiary simultaneously
change their initial intention to adopt a positive strategy
under the assumption that the initial value of the other
parameters remains unchanged. As shown in the figure, the
initial willingness of the government is always at a medium
level, while the critical value of the initial willingness of the
parent company and its subsidiary is between 0.4 and 0.5.
When the initial willingness of the parent company and the
subsidiary is less than this critical value, their willingness to
adopt a positive strategy gradually converges to 0, and the
equilibrium point of the evolutionary game system even-
tually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1). Simultaneously, as the initial
willingness of the parent company and the subsidiary in-
creases, the willingness of both subjects to adopt the positive
strategy converges to 0 at a slower rate.,e convergence rate
of the subsidiary gradually becomes slower than that of the
parent company. When the initial willingness of the parent
company and the subsidiary is greater than the critical value,
the willingness of the tripartite game subjects to adopt the
positive strategy or the intervention strategy gradually
converges to 1, and the equilibrium point of the evolutionary
game system eventually tends to P8 (1, 1, 1). Simultaneously,
as the initial willingness of the parent company and the
subsidiary increases, the willingness of the parent company
and the subsidiary to adopt the positive strategy converges to
1. ,e government’s willingness to adopt the intervention
strategy also converges to 1, albeit at a slower rate.
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Figure 3: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when y changes.
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Figure 4: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when z changes.
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5.2. Influence of Government Intervention Policy on the
Strategy Evolution of the Tripartite Game Subjects. ,e
government plays an important role as the supervisor,
motivator, and guide of RKT in MNCs in the high-tech
industry. ,rough financial support, guidance management,
and policy incentives, the conflicts and barriers between the
parent company and the subsidiary can be effectively re-
duced by the government, and the anticipated and actual
cost of RKT for MNCs in the high-tech industry is reduced,
encouraging RKT to develop in a healthier direction. ,e
government’s intervention policy is reflected mainly in
preferential policies conducive to RKT in MNCs and the
supervision and assessment of the process and performance
of RKT by MNCs. Among them, the role of preferential
policies is reflected mainly in the following: ① the for-
mulation of preferential policies reduces the cost of the effort
invested in the RKT process by MNCs; ② the government
formulates preferential tax policies to provide tax relief to
parent companies that adopt a positive strategy; and ③ the
government offers financial incentives to subsidiaries that
adopt a positive strategy. ,e government’s supervision and
assessment are embodied mainly in the supervision and
assessment of the performance of the parent company in the
RKT process and is considered an important indicator for
evaluating the comprehensive strength, social reputation,
and social status of MNCs. On the basis of the above dis-
cussion, a numerical simulation is carried out to examine
relevant parameters, such as reductions in the effort cost, a
reduced tax rate for MNCs, financial incentives for
subsidiaries that adopt a positive strategy, and the intensity
of the government’s assessment of the parent company.

Figure 6 shows the evolution process of the strategy
adoption of the tripartite game subjects in the system when the
preferential policies of the government change due to a

reduction in the effort cost under the assumption that the
initial values of the other parameters remain unchanged. As
shown in the figure, as D (D is the reduction in effort cost)
changes, the government always adopts the intervention
strategy, while the critical value of D is between 4 and 5. When
D is less than the critical value, the willingness of the parent
company and the subsidiary to adopt a positive strategy
gradually converges to 0, and the equilibrium point of the
evolutionary game system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1).
Simultaneously, as D increases, the willingness of the two
subjects to adopt a positive strategy converges to 0 at a slower
rate. When D is greater than this critical value, the willingness
of the parent company and the subsidiary to adopt a positive
strategy gradually converges to 1, and the equilibrium point of
the evolutionary game system eventually tends to P8 (1, 1, 1).
Simultaneously, as D increases, the willingness of the two
subjects to adopt a positive strategy converges to 1 at a faster
rate, and the convergence rate of the subsidiary is higher than
that of the parent company. ,us, when the government
adopts an intervention strategy and the parent company adopts
a positive strategy, the subsidiary is more sensitive to the re-
duction in effort costs during the RKTprocess. In fact, during
the process of RKT byMNCs in high-tech industries, the effort
cost can be reduced through preferential policies formulated by
the government, such as certain economic subsidies forMNCs.
According to the simulation results, the greater the govern-
ment’s economic subsidy for the cost of RKT is, the faster the
MNCs will evolve towards the stability strategy. ,erefore,
economic subsidies can be used as an effective adjustment
mechanism to increase the revenue of participants in RKT.

Figure 7 shows the evolution process of the strategy
adoption of the tripartite game subjects in the system given
that the initial values of the other parameters remain un-
changed, while the financial incentives obtained by the
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Figure 5: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when x and y change simultaneously.
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Figure 6: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when D changes.
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subsidiary when it adopts the positive strategy change. As
shown in the figure, as G (G is the financial revenue obtained
by the subsidiary when it adopts an active strategy) changes,
the government always adopts the intervention strategy, while
the critical value of G is between 2 and 3. When G is less than
this critical value, the willingness of the parent company and
the subsidiary to adopt a positive strategy gradually converges
to 0, and the equilibrium point of the evolutionary game
system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1). When G is greater than
this critical value, the willingness of the parent company and
the subsidiary to adopt a positive strategy gradually converges
to 1, and the equilibrium point of the evolutionary game
system eventually tends to P8 (1, 1, 1). In addition, as shown in
Figure 7, the willingness of the parent company and the
subsidiary to adopt a positive strategy converges to 0 or 1 at a
similar rate regardless of whether G is above or below the
critical value. ,us, a change in G has a small impact on the
parent company and the subsidiary.

Figure 8 shows the evolution process of the strategy se-
lection of the tripartite game subjects in the system given that
the initial values of the other parameters remain unchanged,
but the tax rate changes when the parent company adopts the
negative strategy. As shown in Figure 8, as r′ (r′ is the tax rate
when the parent company adopts the negative strategy)
changes, the government always adopts the intervention
strategy, and the critical value of r′ is between 0.2 and 0.25.
When r′ is less than this critical value, the parent company’s
willingness to adopt a positive strategy gradually converges to
0, while the subsidiary’s willingness gradually converges to 0
as the parent company’s willingness to adopt a positive
strategy decreases, and the equilibrium point of the evolu-
tionary game system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1). ,e
parent company converges to 0 faster than the subsidiary

does, which means that when r′ is less than the critical value,
the parent company is more sensitive to the tax policies of the
government. When r′ is greater than the critical value, the
willingness of the parent company and the subsidiary to adopt
a positive strategy gradually converges to 1, and the equi-
librium point of the evolutionary game system eventually
tends to P8 (1, 1, 1). At this point, as r′ increases, the will-
ingness of the parent company and the subsidiary to adopt a
positive strategy converges to 1 at a faster rate.,e simulation
results show that the initiative of MNCs to engage in RKTcan
be encouraged by appropriately increasing taxes. For ex-
ample, in some developed countries, such as the United States
and Japan, the indirect tax incentives and financial science
and technology appropriation subsidies implemented by the
government are used to ensure the smooth progress of RKT
by MNCs according to the actual situation.

Figure 9 shows the evolution process of the strategy
adoption of the tripartite game subjects in the system given that
the initial values of the other parameters remain unchanged,
but the intensity of the government’s assessment of the in-
novation performance of MNCs changes. As shown in the
figure, the parent company is encouraged to gradually adopt a
positive strategy under the supervision and assessment of the
government. Simultaneously, the compensation rate for RKT
will be improved by the parent company according to the
actual situation, and then, the strategy adoption of the sub-
sidiary is affected, which means that the strategy adoption by
the subsidiary evolves in a positive direction. However, over
time, the evolution rate does not greatly differ.

5.3. Influenceof theCompensationRate forRKTon theStrategy
Evolution of the Tripartite Game Subjects. Figure 10 shows
the evolution process of the strategy adoption of the
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Figure 7: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when G changes.
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Figure 8: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when r′ (r′ is replaced by r1 in the figure) changes.
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tripartite game subjects in the system when the compen-
sation rate of the parent company for the RKT of its sub-
sidiary changes under the assumption that the initial values
of the other parameters remain unchanged. As shown in the
figure, as e (e is the compensation rate of the parent company
for the RKT of its subsidiary) changes, the government al-
ways adopts the intervention strategy. e has two critical
values, i.e., between 0.3 and 0.5 and between 0.5 and 0.7,
which are denoted as the first critical value and the second

critical value, respectively. When e is less than the first
critical value, although the parent company’s willingness to
adopt a positive strategy has a temporary rising trend, as the
willingness of the subsidiary rapidly declines, the willingness
of the parent company also rapidly declines and gradually
converges to 0, and the equilibrium point of the evolutionary
game system eventually tends to P2 (0, 0, 1). At this point, as
e increases, the willingness of the parent company and the
subsidiary to adopt the positive strategy converges to 0 at a
slower rate, and the convergence rate of the subsidiary is
higher than that of the parent company.,us, the subsidiary
is more sensitive to the compensation rate. When e is greater
than the first critical value but less than the second critical
value, the willingness of the parent company and the sub-
sidiary to adopt the positive strategy gradually converges to
1, and the equilibrium point of the evolutionary game system
eventually tends to P8 (1, 1, 1). When e is greater than the
second critical value, although the willingness of the sub-
sidiary to adopt the positive strategy has a temporary rising
trend, as the willingness of the parent company to adopt the
positive strategy rapidly declines, the willingness of the
subsidiary also rapidly declines and gradually converges to 0,
and the equilibrium point of the evolutionary game system
will tend to P2 (0, 0, 1). At this point, as e increases, the
willingness of the parent company and the subsidiary to
adopt the positive strategy converges to 0 at a faster rate.,e
convergence rate of the parent company is higher than that
of the subsidiary, which means that the parent company is
more sensitive to the compensation rate.

6. Conclusions and Countermeasures

From the perspective of government intervention, a tri-
partite evolutionary game model of RKT by MNCs under
government intervention is established, and the evolution of
the decision-making processes of the government, parent
company, and subsidiary related to RKT is systematically
analysed. Finally, Python 3.7 software is used to analyse the
evolution behaviour in the tripartite game among the
government, parent company, and subsidiary. ,e following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) ,e degree of influence held by the government, the
parent company, and the subsidiary over the other
subjects varies. ① Under government intervention,
the parent company and the subsidiary have similar
sensitivities to government intervention policies, and
the parent company is more sensitive to the strategic
adoption behaviour of its subsidiary. ② Overtime,
the cooperation between parent companies and
subsidiaries tends to become stable under the pos-
itive intervention of the government. At this point,
on the basis that the RKT activities of MNCs can
proceed smoothly, the intervention of the govern-
ment in the RKT and innovation of MNCs will be
gradually relaxed to guarantee the sustainable and
stable development of the knowledge innovation
activities of MNCs at a lower cost.③ Subsidiaries are
highly sensitive to the compensation rate for RKT.
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Figure 9: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game sub-
jects when β changes.
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Figure 10: Dynamic evolution process of the tripartite game
subjects when e changes.
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,e subsidiary’s enthusiasm for RKT can be im-
proved through an appropriate compensation rate
although a higher or lower compensation rate is not
conducive to a smooth RKT process.

(2) As the guides and supervisors of RKT in MNCs, the
evolution of parent companies and subsidiaries can
be quickly and effectively promoted in the direction
of positive cooperation through government inter-
vention, and the RKT strategy of MNCs will be
gradually guided to the right track. ① During the
process of RKT by MNCs in the high-tech industry,
the cost of MNCs’ efforts will be reduced by an
economic subsidy from the government. ,e greater
the economic subsidy for the effort cost of RKTis, the
greater the willingness of the MNCs to actively
engage in RKT is.②,e enthusiasm of subsidiaries
for RKT will be stimulated if the government pro-
vides financial support.③,e enthusiasm of MNCs
for RKT is improved by appropriately increasing the
tax from the government.④,e negative attitude of
MNCs regarding RKT is reduced through the su-
pervision and assessment of the government, which
will stimulate the enthusiasm of MNCs engaged in
continuous RKT.

,e conclusions of this study offer certain insights and
reference value for the formulation of RKT strategies for
CBM&A in China’s high-tech industry. RKT in MNCs in
the high-tech industry should be guided in a more healthy
and efficient direction. First, during the process of RKT
through CBM&A in the high-tech industry, the cost of RKT
for MNCs will be reduced because of economic subsidies
from the government based on financial allocations to
support science and technology, and the parent company
and subsidiary will becomemotivated to participate in RKT
activities. Simultaneously, the government should increase
financial support to subsidiaries to fully mobilize their
enthusiasm to transfer knowledge to the parent company.
Second, according to the actual situation of RKT, corre-
sponding preferential tax policies can be formulated by the
government, and the enthusiasm of MNCs for RKT can be
encouraged by appropriately adjusting the tax rate. In fact,
the enthusiasm of the parent company for RKT cannot be
mobilized by either higher or lower tax rates. ,erefore,
reasonable tax policies should be formulated by the gov-
ernment according to the innovation performance of the
parent company during the RKT process to maximize
performance in RKT and innovation. ,ird, an effective
supervision and assessment mechanism should be estab-
lished by the government. On the basis of the actual sit-
uation of RKT in CBM&A, the government needs to form a
flexible performance evaluationmechanism to purposefully
and logically evaluate MNCs. ,is mechanism will be used
as an “incentive stone” to mobilize enthusiasm for RKT
among MNCs. Fourth, the compensation rate for the
subsidiary should be flexibly adjusted according to the
extent of the subsidiary’s participation in RKT to achieve a
balance of revenues between the parent company and the
subsidiary.

,is study provides important contributions to the
current scholarly literature. First, the existing literature
proposed some new ideas regarding RKT in CBM&A
[28, 80, 81], but a formal discussion of the rules through
which it evolves under the influence of government in-
tervention and other related factors is lacking. In this
study, evolutionary game theory is applied, and the
evolution of RKT through CBM&A over time under the
influence of government intervention and the changes in
its evolution direction are discussed from a dynamic
perspective, constituting a new research method for the
field of CBM&A and RKT and a reference for high-tech
enterprises undertaking or considering CBM&A. Second,
in this research field, RKT subjects attracting most
scholars’ concern are limited to the parent company and
the subsidiary [82–85], and the role of the government as
the regulator and guide of CBM&A in the process of RKT
is neglected. ,erefore, the influence of government in-
tervention policies and other related factors on the evo-
lution of RKTstrategies based on CBM&A in the high-tech
industry is analysed from a new perspective that includes
government intervention; this approach not only expands
the research perspective of RKT but also enriches the
research content concerning government intervention in
RKT through CBM&A. Overall, this study helps com-
pensate for the shortage of literature concerning RKT and
introduces a new research path to further speculate re-
garding RKT games in which multiple subsidiaries par-
ticipate under government intervention.

Several limitations of this study should be noted.
Although this study discusses the strategic adoption of
RKT in China’s high-tech industry under government
intervention and some important conclusions are drawn,
there are still several deficiencies. First, during the actual
process of RKT through CBM&A, when a subsidiary
makes a game decision, the game should consider not only
the costs incurred by the subsidiary during the RKT
process and the compensation of the parent company for
the subsidiary’s RKT but also the influence of the game
strategy of the other subsidiaries supported by the RKT
network of MNCs on the subsidiary’s game revenue needs.
,erefore, the rule of strategy evolution of RKT involving
multiple subsidiaries under government intervention can
be studied in the future. Second, the simulation param-
eters in this study are set according to expert opinions
rather than actual parameters; thus, the simulation dia-
gram can only reflect the general trend in the strategy
adoption behaviour of each subject in the RKT, which also
needs to be further studied.
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